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Commercial radio in Sweden is not as good as It may be . to have an Auction
for radio services is wrong in all facture. and this is why 

Sweden should go down the road of what you can offer in programing sevices not in 
money 

 and stop the big Commercial radio Stations  killing local bands local styles of music and 
have a true local station for the youth and older generation

And this is why 

people feel that something local matters to them but when you take that away and have 
things that may be 1000s  km away that the only thing that matters to the big 
companys  is ( they say on the radio is the town's name) is totally wrong They are killing 
things like local music local bands local involvement it just takes everything away but 
when you have something local it matters to people that they feel it's their station their 
music and their way of life you cannot win over this,
Money cannot buy this also a local stations with local djs who show its great to be into 
the arts the music sweden has a great history in music with some of the worlds great 
bands . in kristianstad we show case bands and we try to help them promote them self 
but no radio station will play them as all they want is money but this goes back to quality 
over money you can not in anyway out a price on great bands but all the station who 
control 90s of radio in sweden will not play anything but hits they themselves make . we 
are also in a world where children are feeling its better role model who live on the street 
then look up to djs artist radio. in sweden is in a moral danger of letting the youth down . 
radio is still listen to but find one person who will agree station like rix or any of the Big 
names who have big money what they truly put back in to society  they do not help the 
youth if you look at paris london and other big city they are moving over to local radio 
and starting to give stations to people local who want to help the youth not only make 
money . so we ask you please stop this Auctioning and start going true local station with 
meaning and care and watch a change in life we ask you we have been seen 1997 to 
change things in radio but fall on def ears thank you

part two on narradio in sweden is being taken over by rock classica  bonia ( i may spell 
that wrong ) church political parts local groups can not broadcast as of them they take 
all the time that tv and radio lets them and then stops other as its just too much money 



rules need to change in this field  tv and radio knows of this problem but as of today do 
nothing but let them control narradio why is this allowed ? 
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